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Abstract

How can we train a dialog model to pro-
duce better conversations by learning from hu-
man feedback, without the risk of humans
teaching it harmful chat behaviors? We start
by hosting models online, and gather human
feedback from real-time, open-ended conver-
sations, which we then use to train and im-
prove the models using offline reinforcement
learning (RL). We identify implicit conversa-
tional cues including language similarity, elici-
tation of laughter, sentiment, and more, which
indicate positive human feedback, and embed
these in multiple reward functions. A well-
known challenge is that learning an RL pol-
icy in an offline setting usually fails due to
the lack of ability to explore and the tendency
to make over-optimistic estimates of future re-
ward. These problems become even harder
when using RL for language models, which
can easily have a 20,000 action vocabulary and
many possible reward functions. We solve
the challenge by developing a novel class of
offline RL algorithms. These algorithms use
KL-control to penalize divergence from a pre-
trained prior language model, and use a new
strategy to make the algorithm pessimistic, in-
stead of optimistic, in the face of uncertainty.
We test the resulting dialog model with rat-
ings from 80 users in an open-domain setting
and find it achieves significant improvements
over existing deep offline RL approaches. The
novel offline RL method is viable for improv-
ing any existing generative dialog model using
a static dataset of human feedback.

1 Introduction

Training open-domain dialog models is inherently
difficult, since for each utterance there are many ac-
ceptable responses, yet no perfect response. While
supervised learning from conversational corpora
allows models to learn grammatical structure and
even topic coherence, these models do not gener-

alize, since the training objectives mostly lead the
models to memorize responses within the corpus.

Humans are the ultimate authority in evaluating
what makes one conversational reply better than
another. To learn from real conversations with hu-
mans, we created an interactive, online platform
which hosted a diverse set of neural network dia-
log models that users could chat with in real time.
However, when learning from human interactions
in the wild it is crucial to be able to learn offline and
test the policy before deploying it, lest it learn inap-
propriate behaviors (e.g. Horton (2016)). Thus, we
need to train and test models offline, to ensure safe
model outputs. In order to safely learn to optimize
human feedback we pursued an offline reinforce-
ment learning approach to training dialog models
(see Figure 1).

Offline RL is challenging; most deep RL algo-
rithms fail to learn from data that is not heavily
correlated with the current policy (Fujimoto et al.,
2018). Even models based on off-policy algorithms
likeQ-learning fail to learn in the offline RL setting,
as the model is not able to explore. If the offline
dataset is not sufficient to cover the input-response
space, offline RL models suffer from extrapolation
error, learning arbitrarily bad estimates of the value
of responses not contained in the data.

We solve these problems by developing a new
method for offline RL. The method starts by lever-
aging a pre-trained language model to constrain
offline RL updates. While training with RL, we
penalize divergence from this prior model using
forms of KL-control. This combats extrapolation
error, and ensures that the RL model learns a pol-
icy that stays close to the distribution of realistic
language, while learning to maximize positive hu-
man responses using the offline data. Further, we
use dropout to obtain uncertainty estimates of the
target Q-values, and to obtain a lower bound to
alleviate over-optimistic bias in estimating future
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reward. We show that this new method is able
to learn successfully from many different reward
functions, even in a very large space with 20,000
tokens.

Both linguistic theory (e.g. Grice’s Maxims
(Grice, 1975)) and empirical experiments corre-
lating human judgement with language features
suggest that there are many criteria that could be
used to evaluate a conversational agent (Ghande-
harioun et al., 2019; Adiwardana et al., 2020). We
develop a set of reward functions for our dialog
agents to optimize, which are designed to approxi-
mate implicit human preferences expressed during
conversational responses. We show that the new
method is better able to optimize these rewards us-
ing the offline data, and when tested with a new set
of 80 human conversation partners, leads to more
positive responses and higher quality ratings than a
state-of-the-art offline deep RL method.

Novel contributions of this paper are:

• A new offline RL method, Way Off-Policy
(WOP) learning, which introduces the use of
KL-control from a pre-trained model to re-
duce extrapolation error, and an approach to
make estimates more pessimistic in the face
of uncertainty.

• Experiments showing the effectiveness of
WOP above strong offline RL baselines.

• An investigation into developing conversation
rewards based on how human preferences are
implicitly expressed in text. We are the first
work to learn from implicit signals in conver-
sation using offline RL.

2 Related Work

2.1 Dialog
Improving dialog systems with RL has largely
been restricted to task-oriented dialog systems,
which have a limited number of task-specific ac-
tions (Fatemi et al., 2016; Gašić et al., 2011; Liu
and Lane, 2017; Liu et al., 2018; Su et al., 2017).
Some of these approaches incorporate human in-
put through explicit, manual feedback (Shah et al.,
2018) or implicit signals (e.g. the user interrupting
the system or starting over) (Shi and Yu, 2018).

RL in the open-domain dialog setting is less ex-
plored (Li et al., 2016, 2017b, 2018). Authors may
choose to use a highly restricted action space; for
example, using RL to choose which dialog model to

Standard dialog corpora 
(e.g. Cornell Movies)

Trained base 
model

Supervised Training

Collect human 
conversations and 

ratings  

Reinforcement Learning Training 
(With Implicit Signals)

Filter 
conversations

Implicit 
conversational 

signals

Trained RL 
model

(Table 2, 3)

Supervised Dialog Training Training with Human Feedback 
Via Offline-RL (Our Work)

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of our method for training with
human conversation cues via offline RL. Unlike traditional
approaches which stop at using explicit feedback to evaluate
static conversations, we allow humans to freely interact with
dialog models, and compute metrics based on their implicit
satisfaction which are optimized using offline RL.

invoke (Serban et al., 2017a). Ziegler et al. (2019)
used explicit human feedback to improve the sum-
marization and text continuation performance of a
large-scale language model.

Although implicit signals such as sentiment
(Hancock et al., 2019) and conversation length
(Zhou et al., 2018) have been used in maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) systems, the idea of
using such signals as a reward for RL is relatively
unexplored. Henderson et al. (2008) combine using
reinforcement learning to optimize dialog reward
with using supervised learning to restrict the con-
versation to be close to the training data. Shin et al.
(2019) use on-policy learning in conjunction with a
user-sentiment approximator to improve a seq2seq
model, but are unable to learn directly from user
feedback. To the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to use offline RL to train dialog models on real
human interactions.

2.2 Offline RL and KL-Control

The approach we propose is based on KL-control,
a branch of stochastic optimal control (SOC) (Sten-
gel, 1986) where the Kullback-Leibler (KL) diver-
gence from some distribution is used to regularize
an RL policy (Abdolmaleki et al., 2018; Kappen
et al., 2012; Rawlik et al., 2012; Todorov, 2007).
Well-known examples include Trust Region Policy
Optimization (TRPO) (Schulman et al., 2015), and
use conservative, KL-regularized policy updates to
restrict the RL algorithm to stay close to its own
prior policy (Haarnoja et al., 2018; Kakade, 2002;
Peters et al., 2010; Rawlik et al., 2012). KL-control
has been used to improve transfer learning between
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) training on
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data, and training with RL (Jaques et al., 2017).
Our work is the first to propose KL-control from a
pre-trained model to improve offline RL.

Other strategies to improve off-policy learning
differ from our work: They either have focused
on scenarios where the policy is able to explore
and collect more data (Degris et al., 2012; Ried-
miller, 2005) such as learning online from an out-
dated replay buffer (e.g. (Munos et al., 2016)), or
have performed off-policy policy evaluation (Fara-
jtabar et al., 2018; Jiang and Li, 2016; Precup,
2000; Thomas and Brunskill, 2016). In contrast, we
learn a policy entirely offline, from a fixed batch
of data, with no ability to explore. Others have
tackled this problem using deep learning, but have
not used KL-control (Liu et al., 2019; Gelada and
Bellemare, 2019; Bhatt et al., 2019; Kumar et al.,
2019; Agarwal et al., 2019; Fujimoto et al., 2018;
Ghasemipour et al., 2020).

Most similar to our work is Batch Constrained
Q-learning (BCQ) (Fujimoto et al., 2018), which
addresses extrapolation error in offline RL by con-
straining the actions of the policy to be close to the
offline data. This is accomplished by learning a
generative model of the offline data, p(a|s), and
sampling from this model during learning and in-
ference. We improve upon this approach by using
KL-control to directly integrate knowledge of the
prior model p(a|s) into the RL policy.

3 Way Off-Policy RL

We adapt typical RL notation to the problem of
generating a conversation. Here, we consider hu-
man interaction to represent the RL environment.
The conversation history is the state st of the envi-
ronment at timestep t, and is composed of a series
of utterances, which are composed of vocabulary
tokens. The action at that the RL model must take
at each timestep is to select the most appropriate
token according to its policy π(at|st). Once it has
constructed an utterance, the response of a human
to that utterance is used to compute a reward signal
rt to train the model. The agent’s goal is to maxi-
mize reward over a conversation trajectory τ , with
a discount factor of γ applied to future rewards.

Q-learning methods learn an action-value esti-
mate of the total expected discounted future reward,
Qπ(at, st) = Eπ[

∑T
t′=t γ

t′−trt′ ], through iterative

updates based on the Bellman equation:

Qθπ(st, at) = rt+

γEst+1∼p(·|st,at)[max
at+1

QθT (st+1, at+1)]
(1)

In deep Q-learning (Mnih et al., 2013), a Q-
network approximates Qθπ(st, at) and drives the
policy π. A second Target Q-network approx-
imates the expected reward from the next state,
QθT (st+1, at+1) (Van Hasselt et al., 2016). Here,
we used pre-trained language models to initialize
our Q- and Target Q- networks.

3.1 Offline RL and extrapolation error

In offline RL, we are given a fixed batch of data
B, and assume that no further interaction with the
environment is possible. To train Qθπ , we sam-
ple (st, at, rt, st+1) ∼ B, and update the weights
of the Q-network to approximate Eq. 1. Because
Q-learning is an off-policy algorithm, in principle
it should be able to learn from data collected by
any behavior policy. However, extrapolation er-
ror occurs when the ORL policy learns to favor
a state-action pair (a, s) that is unlikely, or not
contained, in the batch data. In this case, the esti-
mateQ(a, s) can be arbitrarily bad (Fujimoto et al.,
2018). Because the Bellman equation bootstraps
each Q-value based on all future Q estimates, any
error can accumulate to distort Q-values (Kumar
et al., 2019). Experiments from Fujimoto et al.
(2018) show that extrapolation error can be highly
detrimental to offline RL.

These problems are compounded by the fact
that algorithms like Q-learning are inherently opti-
mistic in the face of uncertainty. When value esti-
mates for some region of the state-action space are
noisy (because too few experience samples have
been used to refine them), the maximum operation
in Eq. 1 will lead to an overestimation of expected
reward. In a normal RL setting, this overestimation
bias drives the model to explore states and actions
for which the value estimates have the highest vari-
ance, thus enabling it to refine them; in essence,
creating a built-in drive to explore. In the offline set-
ting, where exploration is not possible, the model
is instead driven to value parts of the state-action
space for which it has little to no data to learn a
good policy. Table 1 shows an example of this
effect, where a vanilla Q-learning model trained
on an offline batch of data (Batch Q) begins to use
unrealistic language that is not contained within the
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[User]: hey, what’s up?
[Batch Q]: where did you get??, that sounds so exciting. how
do you work for you... you want to talk to me?... you want
[User]: yes, i want to talk to you!
[Batch Q]: where did you say to me?... you want to talk to
you about you... you are so good for you... you are so good...

[User]: hey, what’s up?
[KL-control]: hey, i hope you have a great day and
i wish you the best.
[User]: oh thank you that’s very sweet of you.
[KL-control]: so, i’m so excited, and i’m so excited
to meet new people.

Table 1: Purely reward-maximizing methods like Batch Q trivially exploit a reward for asking questions by only asking
questions, and using the maximum number of tokens in every sentence. In contrast, KL-control methods output plausible
language by staying close to the language prior, while eliciting positive feedback from humans.

batch data, for example saying implausible phrases
such as “where did you say to me?”.

Even in the online setting, applying deep RL to
dialog generation is challenging due to the large
state-action space. While typical game RL tasks
may have an action space of dimension 8 (Mnih
et al., 2013), in dialog the action space is the num-
ber of tokens in the vocabulary: 20,000. The high-
dimensional state-action space further compounds
the problems of extrapolation error and overestima-
tion bias in offline RL. Below, we describe a novel
method to ameliorate these issues.

3.2 Dropout for uncertainty estimation of
Target Q-values

Overestimation error in estimating future rewards
based on Target Q-values poses an issue for offline
RL. We leverage the fact that a network trained with
dropout can be used to approximate a Bayesian un-
certainty estimate of the network’s output (Gal and
Ghahramani, 2016). Given the target Q-network
QθT , we compute Q(at+1, st+1) by running M
stochastic forward passes of the network, each with
a new dropout mask di. Taking the minimum of
these outputs gives a Monte Carlo (MC) estimate
of the lower-bound of QθT (at+1, st+1):

Q(at+1, st+1) = min
i=1...M

[QθT (at+1, st+1; di)]

This penalizes high variance estimates and leads
the algorithm to be pessimistic in the face of uncer-
tainty, rather than optimistic, favoring actions and
states well covered by the offline data.

3.3 KL Control from pre-trained prior

Recall that BCQ (Fujimoto et al., 2018) uses offline
data to learn a model of which actions are probable
given a state: p(a|s). It then samples actions from
p(a|s) to constrain the RL policy such that it cannot
take unrealistic actions.

In the language domain, we already have access
to a better model of p(a|s) than could easily be

learned from a small amount of offline data. Any
language model gives us the probability of a word
occurring given a particular conversation context
(p(a|s)), and can be used as a language prior to
prevent the RL model from choosing unrealistic
words. Rather than simply sampling from this prior,
we directly incorporate knowledge of the prior into
the RL policy. To achieve this, we use KL-control
to penalize divergence between the prior p(a|s)
and the Q-network policy πθ, while maximizing
reward.

Given a trajectory of actions, τ =
{a1, a2, ...at−1}, let q(τ) =

∏T
t=1 πθ(at, st)

be the policy of our Q-learning algorithm at the tra-
jectory level. Similarly, let p(τ) =

∏T
t=1 p(at|st)

be the prior distribution over the trajectory, and
r(τ) be the rewards. We seek to maximize the
following KL-regularized objective:

L(q) = Eq(τ)[r(τ)]/c−DKL[q(τ)||p(τ)] (2)

As DKL[q||p] =
∑

x q(x)(log q(x)− log p(x)),
this is equivalent to maximizing the following ex-
pected value function at the action level:

Qπ(st, at) = Eπ[
T∑
t′=t

r(st′ , at′)/c

+ log p(at′ |st′)− log π(at′ |st′)]

(3)

The two terms we have introduced in Eq. 3 have
clear implications. The log p(a|s) term rewards
choosing actions that have high probability under
the prior, biasing the model to state-action pairs
that are realistic and likely to be in the offline data;
thus, extrapolation error is reduced. The effects of
using KL-control to ensure an RL model continues
to use realistic language are shown in Table 1.

The − log π(a|s) term is analogous to entropy
regularization. Maintaining diversity through en-
tropy regularization is important for dialog models,
which are known to collapse to a small number of
uninteresting samples (Li et al., 2017a).
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We can derive an entropy-regularized version of
Q-learning, known as soft Q-learning (Haarnoja
et al., 2017), or Ψ-learning (Jaques et al., 2017;
Rawlik et al., 2012). This allows us to re-state our
entropy-regularized, KL-control objective as:

Ψ∗(st, at) = r(st′ , at′)/c+ log p(at′ |st′)

+ γ log
∑
a′

exp(Ψ∗(s′, a′)) (4)

π∗Ψ(at|st) = exp(Ψ∗(st, at)) (5)

Because it avoids taking a hard max over noisy
estimates, this Ψ-learning objective leads to less
overestimation of future reward, and aids learning
through more stable temporal-difference updates.

3.4 Comparison to existing techniques
To test our algorithm against a state-of-the-art of-
fline deep RL technique, we implement a discrete
version of Batch Constrained Q-learning (Fujimoto
et al., 2018), DBCQ. For a fair comparison, we
also use a fully trained language model to provide
p(a|s) to BCQ, and apply our Monte Carlo target
estimation technique to reduce overestimation error.
Finally, to adapt BCQ to discrete action spaces, we
remove the continuous-action perturbation model.

4 Learning from talking to humans

Figure 1 illustrates our experimental approach.
The left side of the figure describes traditional ap-
proaches to dialog generation, in which human
feedback is only used to evaluate static conversa-
tions generated by dialog models. In contrast, we
allow humans to freely interact with our models
online, and use their implicit conversation cues to
update our dialog models using offline RL.

4.1 Training baseline dialog models
Before learning from human feedback with RL, we
first train a collection of baseline dialog models
using standard corpora: the CORNELL dataset of
movie dialog (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil and Lee,
2011) and a REDDIT Casual Conversations dataset
(Ghandeharioun et al., 2019). For model archi-
tectures, we focused on hierarchical sequence-to-
sequence models (Serban et al., 2016, 2017b; Park
et al., 2018)

because they were found to be more effective for
the datasets under consideration than e.g. Trans-
formers (Saleh et al., 2019). Regardless, the
techniques proposed here are model-agnostic, and

could be applied to a dialog model with any under-
lying architecture. In total, we trained over 40 dia-
log models with different architectures, on different
datasets, with different feature-based regularization
(e.g. sentiment or relatedness as in Ghandeharioun
et al. (2019)). These models vary significantly in
the distribution of language they learned, and thus
differ significantly from the offline RL policy.

4.2 Hosting real-time conversations online

The trained models were deployed to inter-
act live with human users via a web server
that hosts neural network dialog models on
GPU for fast, real-time inference: https:

//github.com/asmadotgh/neural_chat_web.
Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the interface,
which includes buttons that allow users to give
manual feedback on responses they particularly
liked or disliked. Users were encouraged to use
these buttons, and we sum these manual votes
to create an overall votes score. After chatting,
users were asked to provide a Likert scale rating of
the bot’s conversation quality, fluency, diversity,
contingency/relatedness, and empathy. The code
for the RL models is available in open-source
at https://github.com/natashamjaques/

neural_chat/tree/master/BatchRL. Using the
server, we collected a batch of human interaction
data containing 46, 061 pairs of user input and
agent response. Because humans may use
inappropriate language with bots online (see
(Horton, 2016)), we filtered this data to remove
1 character responses, profanities, and invalid
inputs for a remaining total of 45, 179 response
pairs. This filtering step is important to ensure
undesirable human behavior is not learned by the
RL algorithms. The offline data was used to train
the RL models as described in Section 3.

4.3 Evaluating offline RL models

We recruited 80 Mechanical Turk workers to pro-
vide a total of 600 7-point Likert scale ratings of
the trained bots, after interacting with each for at
least 6 turns. We note that using this platform to
test our models “in the wild” with novel humans
represents a more meaningful test of generaliza-
tion than testing an RL model in the same limited
(game) environment in which it was trained, since
humans are not restricted in the text they can type
as input to the model.

https://github.com/asmadotgh/neural_chat_web
https://github.com/asmadotgh/neural_chat_web
https://github.com/natashamjaques/neural_chat/tree/master/BatchRL
https://github.com/natashamjaques/neural_chat/tree/master/BatchRL
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(a) Platform Interface (b) Rewards by Upvote/Downvote

Upvote/Downvote 
Button

Detected User 
Sentiment

Figure 2: (a) Platform interface in which users chat in real time with dialog models hosted on GPU. The interface displays the
user’s sentiment detected with DeepMoji (Felbo et al., 2017), and includes buttons for the user to upvote (downvote) a response
they particularly like (dislike). (b) By conditioning on responses which received positive, neutral, and negative manual feedback
(votes), we can determine which implicit rewards map most clearly to user ratings.

5 Measuring implicit conversation cues

Our goal is to improve a dialog model’s ability to
engage in natural conversation with a human by
learning from the implicit signals in the human’s
response. Requiring a human to manually rate good
interactions is unnatural and cumbersome, and we
hypothesize it cannot scale as effectively as recog-
nizing and learning from informative cues within
the user’s text responses. The golden question is
which goals should be used to train a good chit-chat
dialog model.

Understanding when a human is satisfied with
the conversation is an unsolved problem. As a first
step, we designed several intrinsic conversation re-
wards, taking inspiration from prior work in dialog,
as well as the psychology of human conversation.
We noted that psychologists have identified the
importance of emotion in creating a sense of under-
standing (Bodie et al., 2015; Weger Jr et al., 2010),
laughter as important to building solidarity (Hay,
2000), paraphrasing and style matching as help-
ing to facilitate good conversation (Ireland et al.,
2011; Weger Jr et al., 2010), and asking questions
as an important active listening skill (Bodie et al.,
2012). Further, prior work has found that eliciting
longer conversations can be a signal of engagement
(Sidner et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2018), and that re-
ducing repetition and increasing specificity on the
part of the model can improve conversation quality
(See et al., 2019; Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020). We
compute a large collection (30 in total) of bot re-
wards (rewards based on bot behavior e.g. asking
questions), user rewards (rewards based on eliciting
positive user behavior e.g. laughter), and interac-

tion rewards (rewards based on similarity between
the user’s input and bot’s response e.g. similarity to
the user’s response in sentence embedding space).

To determine which of these rewards objectively
relate to user satisfaction, we examine the reward
score for those responses that received positive,
negative, and neutral manual feedback using the
upvote/downvote buttons provided in the interface.
We found that only some of the rewards mapped
accurately to user ratings (see Figure 2b), and these
are the ones we optimize with our RL models. For
more details about the reward functions, please see
the appendix. Notably, conversation length and
specificity score were not found to be higher in
upvoted bot responses.

Note that four of the rewards (starting with the
bot prefix) can be optimized by the model itself,
but the remaining four rewards include eliciting
positive responses from a human user or measuring
user-bot response similarity (e.g. using word over-
lap or similarity in Universal Sentence Encoder
(USE) embeddings (Cer et al., 2018)).

6 Results

6.1 Controlling bot conversation behavior
We first examine whether our algorithms can suc-
cessfully maximize the proposed bot rewards as
intended1. We trained RL models on 1) bot senti-
ment reward only, 2) user sentiment reward only,
and 3) a combination of rewards (from Figure 2b).
We compare the effectiveness of these models to a

1In the appendix, we provide a study comparing WOP to
prior work in traditional, non-dialog RL tasks, and find that it
outperforms all relevant baselines including DBCQ.
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(a) Sentiment Rewards (b) User Rewards (c) Bot Repetition Rewards

Figure 3: (a) Average reward scores of sentiment rewards computed on study chat transcripts across different models. KL-
control methods more effectively increase bot sentiment and elicit more positive sentiment from humans than either the baseline
language model or adding sentiment regularizer during supervised training. (b) The sentiment and laughter elicited from humans
is higher for KL-control methods than the language model baseline and other offline RL techniques. (c) Average bot repetition
reward scores (higher scores indicate less repetition). The RL models contain more conversation and utterance repetition.

baseline VHRED model and a Sentiment and In-
fersent regularized VHRED model (as proposed
by Ghandeharioun et al. (2019)). We compute the
reward scores (e.g. sentiment) based on conversa-
tions with new humans in the wild (i.e. during the
final study). Figure 3a shows that the KL-control
model, trained to maximize bot sentiment, achieves
higher bot sentiment in experiments than both the
VHRED baseline and the VHRED-EI model (with
sentiment and topic regularization (Ghandeharioun
et al., 2019)). This illustrates that for controlling
bot sentiment, a reward-based approach better op-
timizes bot behavior than training with sentiment-
based regularization. Furthermore, controlling bot
sentiment also leads to eliciting higher user senti-
ment in our open-domain experiments.

6.2 Measuring human conversation behavior

We then consider how effective our algorithms are
at maximizing rewards that are based on human
behavior.

Although user rewards are inherently more diffi-
cult to optimize than bot rewards, Figure 3b illus-
trates that our KL-control models elicit higher hu-
man reward scores (user sentiment and user laugh-
ter) than other offline RL algorithms and the base-
line VHRED model. This demonstrates the success
of our algorithms in eliciting positive responses
from the human conversation participants2.

6.3 Overall human ratings

Table 2 shows the results of the human evaluation,
comparing WOP to ablations of itself, vanilla of-

2In the appendix, we replicate these experiments with a
different baseline model, and produce the same findings.

fline RL (Batch Q), and DBCQ.
Compared to the RL baseline (Batch Q), MC

Target Q estimation leads to modest improvements
in Fluency. While the DBCQ model is rated better
than Batch Q and does well in the Diversity cate-
gory, it performs worse than the WOP KL-control
methods, particularly at eliciting human rewards.
The KL-control models show substantial gains over
the RL baselines across both ratings and human
reward. We perform a one-way analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) comparing the KL-control models
to the Batch Q baselines and DBCQ on total hu-
man ratings, and find that the KL-control models
are significantly better, F (x) = 7.328, p < .005.
This validates the hypothesis that KL-control with
a strong, pre-trained prior can be used to improve
offline RL.

6.4 The role of repetition

The overall human quality ratings are worse in
the offline RL bots as compared to the language
model prior (Table 2). The biggest gap between
the VHRED and RL models is the diversity ratings.
The conversation and utterance repetition scores
of each technique in Figure 3c reveal that the RL
models (including the KL-control models) contain
more repetition than the baseline. We hypothesize
that due to the limited size of our offline data, the
RL models have restricted their outputs to focus
on a narrow range of conversations that elicited
high rewards in the training data, which may in-
crease repetitiveness. Some applications may re-
quire shaping dialog model behavior towards a de-
sired objective (such as using appropriate language)
over maximizing other conversation objectives.
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Model type Quality Fluency Diversity Relatedness Empathy Total Votes Human
reward

VHRED-Baseline 2.65 ±.46 3.83 ±.47 4.05±.52 2.43 ±.44 3.08 ±.53 16.03 ±1.93 0.27 -0.04
DBCQ 1.80 ±.41 1.49 ±.29 3.22 ±.57 1.56 ±.25 2.10 ±.37 10.17 ±1.29 -0.07 -0.20
Batch Q 1.30 ±.19 2.85 ±.54 1.15 ±.13 1.23 ±.15 2.18 ±.55 8.70 ±0.97 -0.16 0.01
Batch Q + MC 1.53 ±.24 2.15 ±.37 1.60 ±.32 1.53 ±.28 2.58 ±.48 9.38 ±1.31 -0.21 -0.12
KL-control Q 2.23 ±.44 2.88 ±.41 2.65 ±.41 2.15 ±.39 2.28 ±.47 12.18 ±1.59 0.09 0.10
KL-control Ψ 1.98 ±.44 2.73 ±.45 2.30 ±.42 1.90 ±.37 2.40 ±.44 11.30 ±1.63 0.04 0.25

Table 2: Interactive human evaluation of offline RL techniques (best RL model bolded). KL-control strongly outperforms other
offline RL techniques. Ratings are Likert scale with 95% confidence intervals (n = 40). Votes and human reward are z-scores.

Reward
function Quality Fluency Diversity Relatedness Empathy Total Votes Human

reward
Manual votes 2.53 ±.51 3.43 ±.52 2.88 ±.50 2.40 ±.45 3.30 ±.45 14.53 ±1.96 -0.05 -0.07
User laughter 2.53 ±.47 3.38 ±.50 3.05 ±.47 2.25 ±.43 3.08 ±.48 14.28 ±1.96 0.06 0.01
User Sentiment 2.60 ±.49 3.30 ±.50 2.90 ±.50 2.38 ±.47 3.23 ±.55 14.40 ±2.25 0.04 0.05
Word Similarity 2.58 ±.52 3.53 ±.49 2.98 ±.50 2.45 ±.45 3.08 ±.46 14.60 ±2.00 0.02 -0.18
USE Similarity 2.05 ±.41 3.65 ±.48 2.38 ±.46 2.03 ±.45 2.75 ±.46 12.85 ±1.77 -0.11 -0.11
Bot Question 2.43 ±.52 3.65 ±.52 2.63 ±.47 2.65 ±.51 2.70 ±.48 14.05 ±2.14 0.01 0.09
Bot Sentiment 1.90 ±.45 3.20 ±.53 1.88 ±.52 1.88 ±.46 3.20 ±.41 12.05 ±1.91 -0.04 0.14
Bot Repetition 2.48 ±.45 3.78 ±.49 2.95 ±.52 2.63 ±.45 3.65 ±.61 15.48 ±1.97 0.07 0.05

Table 3: Interactive human evaluation of WOP trained with different reward functions. Manual votes are outperformed by
implicit signals. Ratings are Likert scale with 95% confidence intervals (n = 40), votes and human reward are z-scores.

6.5 Comparing rewards

Table 3 presents the results of models trained with
only a single reward function, to investigate which
rewards presented in Section 5 are useful for achiev-
ing high-quality conversations with humans.

We note that extracting a set of reward functions
post-hoc from a batch of data and training on these
independently is made feasible through offline RL.
Here all models are trained with WOP (KL-control,
Ψ-learning, and MC targets). Maximizing positive
sentiment in the user leads to the highest quality
bot, underscoring the importance of implicit signals
as cues for good conversation. The bot trained on
the manual votes provided by users at the utterance
level achieves decent quality scores, but fails to
elicit a higher z-score of manual upvotes than other
models.

Training on the manual upvote reward may help
the bot learn successful behaviors indirectly but
such a sparse reward is difficult to optimize for
directly. Even though users were instructed to make
use of the vote feature, voting is burdensome, and
users did not vote frequently enough to provide a
good training signal.

Meanwhile, implicit signals of human enjoyment
(such as sentiment) are dense and thus a more scal-
able way to learn from human preferences. Across
all bots trained on single features, the bot trained
on minimizing repetition (both on a conversational

and utterance level) achieves the best quality over
all.

7 Discussion

In this work, we present novel techniques that en-
able successful offline reinforcement learning on
any base language model from real human conver-
sations. This allows the dialog systems practitioner
to train models that learn language structure from
vast, readily-available corpora, then fine-tune for
specific desirable behaviors post-hoc through RL
rewards.

We observe that the new offline RL method suc-
cessfully optimizes both generated bot rewards and
elicited human responses. We show that it presents
a better option than using regularization in train-
ing a specific bot behavior. Further, RL currently
remains the only option for maximizing user feed-
back over the course of a conversation.

Compared to prior work in offline RL, the novel
WOP offline RL algorithm achieves higher perfor-
mance in traditional RL tasks, elicits more positive
feedback in conversations with novel humans at
test time, and earns overall higher human ratings.

A limitation of our study is that the question
of what to optimize with RL to improve overall
qualitative ratings remains open. We have shown
that manual ratings are too sparse to optimize effec-
tively, and instead suggest using implicit rewards.
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However, our reward set proved insufficient to
achieve higher human quality ratings, at least with
the limited offline training data we were able to col-
lect. It is unlikely the rewards proposed here fully
cover what it means to have a high quality open-
ended conversation. Future work should investigate
more rewards for training an open-domain dialog
model such as long term conversation rewards that
may need to be computed over many conversation
turns.

Our work computes conversational rewards
based on dialog data and annotations from online
task workers in the United States. Considering the
broader impacts of our work, a representative and
diverse set of conversations and annotations should
be collected before real world systems are trained
and deployed using our algorithms.

We have shown that the proposed techniques
can be useful for shaping dialog model behavior
towards a desired objective. For many practical ap-
plications, we may have specific requirements for
the language generated by a model—for example,
that it is appropriate, positive, and polite—even
if this leads to a lower perception of conversation
quality for some users. We have shown that the
Way Off-Policy algorithm provides a more effec-
tive way to teach a language model specific behav-
iors from offline data than previously proposed RL
or regularization techniques.
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A Reproducibility

A.1 Training details and hyperparameters
Baseline Models
The underlying architecture of the baseline lan-
guage models employed for this work is a Vari-
ational Hierarchical Recurrent Encoder Decoder
(VHRED) (Serban et al., 2017b). We also con-
duct a second set of experiments on an enhanced
version of this model with additional knowledge
distillation to improve the model’s ability to track
the sentiment and semantics of the conversa-
tion, as proposed by Ghandeharioun et al. (2019).
The language models were originally trained on
two datasets: movie dialogs (Danescu-Niculescu-
Mizil and Lee, 2011) and a dataset scraped from
reddit.com/r/casual_conversation (Ghande-
harioun et al., 2019).

The underlying parameters of the VHRED
model were as follows: Context RNN hidden size
= 1000, decoder hidden size = 1250, encoder hid-
den size = 1250, z embedding size = 600, gradient
clip = 1.0, dropout d = 0.2. The maximum con-
versation length was fixed at 5 utterances (context
from more than 5 utterances ago was discarded),
and the maximum sentence length was 30 tokens.
The VHRED model has 76.6 million parameters.

We also added layers to the Context RNN and
regularized it to be able to predict the semantic con-
tent of the input utterance using a form of knowl-
edge distillation (Hinton et al., 2015) from a state-
of-the-art sentence-embedding model (Conneau
et al., 2017). There were 2 additional feedforward
semantic prediction prediction layers of size 128,
which used ReLu activation. The VHRED model
with sentiment and infersent regularization has 95.4
million parameters.

Each RL model was trained on a NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1080 GPU.

RL Models
The RL models, the main focus of our work, were
trained using human conversation data collected
via the online interactive platform (described in
Section F) and batch size was fixed at 32. Each
model was trained for 2000 epochs. The RL mod-
els were initialized with the weights of the best
model trained on the Reddit dataset. Early stop-
ping was used to determine the number of training
iterations of the best checkpoint. For each bot, 3
different stopping epochs were tested and the best
was selected. The checkpoint was selected using

reddit.com/r/casual_conversation
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manual tuning based on interactive chat with the
chatbots. For the best performing bots, KL-Control
Q and KL-Control Ψ, the 1600 and 1800 epoch
checkpoints were selected respectively.

The reward weights were also tuned to determine
which weighting of rewards produced the desired
bot behavior. We tried uniform weights (summing
up to 1) and slightly increased weights for repe-
tition rewards and human bot interaction rewards.
The best weights were found to be assigning 0.15
to repetition and human bot interaction rewards
and 0.1 to all other rewards. Reward weights were
also determined using manual tuning and conversa-
tional interaction. The same reward weights were
shared between all RL models we trained. Only
3 sets of weights were tried in the reward weights
hyperparameter optimization process.

All other hyperparameters were shared between
RL models, and were as follows: discount γ = 0.5,
weight placed on RL reward vs. KL-divergence
term c = 2, number of Monte Carlo samples of the
Target Q-network M = 5, target network update
rate α = .005, learning rate r = .0001. We used
a smooth L1 loss function to approximate the Q-
values, and clipped gradients at a value of 1.0. The
RL models have a total of 76.6 parameters (same
as the VHRED models).

A.2 Computing Infrastructure
Each RL model was trained on a NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 1080 GPU. Training models for 2000 epochs
took approximately 30 minutes for each model.
The runtime for training the VHRED baseline mod-
els is around 6 hours. The speediness of training the
RL models illustrates the scalability of RL training
in improving dialog models for specific features.

A.3 Model Validation and Evaluation
We use interactive human evaluation through an
online chat interface. Human participants are re-
cruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk and rate
either 7 or 8 bots each. Participants were instructed
to continue the conversation through at least 6 hu-
man responses. After the conversation, participants
are asked to rate each bot in terms of Quality, Flu-
ency, Diversity, Contingency, and Empathy on a
7-point Likert scale. A detailed example of the chat
and interaction platform can be found in Section
F. Since our models are evaluated using interactive
chat, we also validate our models through interac-
tive chat and rate the models while tuning hyper-
parameters. The authors interacted with and rated

bots during to validate bots.

B Offline-RL with VHRED with
Emotion and Infersent Regularization

We also conducted experiments using each offline
RL algorithm with a Sentiment and Infersent reg-
ularized VHRED Model. As described in Section
A.1, by adding about 20 million extra parameters
to the VHRED model in order to better achieve
semantic coherence and sentiment contingency, the
VHRED-EI (Emotion and Infersent regularized)
model is a better performing baseline in terms of
human ratings (Ghandeharioun et al., 2019).

We conducted the same human experiments
where we recruited participants from Amazon Me-
chanical Turk to chat with and rate each dialog
model. We found similar results as presented in our
main paper. While our KL-control models achieved
higher qualitative ratings than the other offline RL
algorithms, none of the RL models received higher
qualitative ratings than the VHRED-EI Model (Ta-
ble 4). We also replicated training the KL-Control
Ψ model on single rewards and found that training
on User Sentiment elicited the highest human qual-
itative ratings (Table 5). This consistent with our
results on the VHRED model.

C Traditional RL experiments

To demonstrate the effectiveness of these tech-
niques, we tested them on traditional RL tasks
using the OpenAI gym (Brockman et al., 2016),
focusing on the CartPole-v0 and Acrobot-v1 ex-
periments. We first train an online Q-learning Be-
havior policy, and store all (s, a, r, s′) experience
samples into a replay buffer. We use this buffer to
train a prior model of p(a|s) using a Variational
Auto-encoder. The VAE was trained to reconstruct
the next state given the current state, p(s′|s), us-
ing a mean-squared error loss. The next action
was predicted from the latent embedding z, mean-
ing the model learned three functions: z = fe(s),
s′ = fd(z), and a = fa(z). For Cartpole, both the
encoder and decoder were made up of two linear
layers with 750 neurons each. The latent dimension
of the VAE was size 256. For Acrobot, the encoder
and decoder had only one layer of size 256 each,
and the latent dimension was 64.

This VAE is used as a part of both the DBCQ
and WOP algorithms. We can also use it for imita-
tion learning, by sampling actions directly from
p(a|s) to obtain Behavioral Cloning (BC). We
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Model type Quality Fluent Diverse Related Empathy Total Votes Human
reward

VHRED-EI Baseline 3.11 ±.41 4.34 ±.44 4.66 ±.49 3.02 ±.47 3.45 ±.47 18.59 ±1.76 0.19 -0.05
DBCQ 1.64 ±.48 1.87 ±.34 3.13 ±.58 1.84 ±.34 2.09 ±.38 10.58 ±1.55 -0.23 -0.02
Batch Q 1.87 ±.30 2.36 ±.42 2.20 ±.41 1.91 ±.32 2.58 ±.47 11.91 ±1.58 -0.16 0.00
Batch Q + MC 1.85 ±.39 2.46 ±.44 2.46 ±.52 1.98 ±.39 2.34 ±.49 11.07 ±1.82 -0.07 0.03
KL-control Q 2.38 ±.39 3.24 ±.47 3.42 ±.54 2.38 ±.45 2.56 ±.43 13.98 ±1.81 0.02 0.01
KL-control Ψ (WOP) 2.33 ±.41 3.73 ±.53 2.82 ±.50 2.31 ±.44 3.47 ±.50 14.67 ±1.82 0.13 0.03

Table 4: Interactive human evaluation of offline RL techniques on the VHRED-EI Model. Ratings are Likert scale
with 95% confidence interval (n = 45), votes and human reward are z-scores.

Reward
function Quality Fluent Diverse Related Empathy Total Votes Human

reward
Conv. len. 2.20 ±.40 3.61 ±.53 3.02 ±.52 2.25 ±.46 2.48 ±.45 13.57 ±1.84 -0.04 -0.01
Infersent Coher. 1.93 ±.34 3.50 ±.45 2.37 ±.45 2.11 ±.45 2.52 ±.48 12.43 ±1.75 -0.02 -0.01
User laughter 1.96 ±.38 3.56 ±.48 2.33 ±.51 1.93 ±.42 3.20 ±.55 12.98 ±1.60 -0.15 -0.01
User Word Len 2.11 ±.32 3.96 ±.44 3.04 ±.45 2.04 ±.35 2.55 ±.46 13.70 ±1.44 0.06 0.04
Manual votes 2.14 ±.38 3.47 ±.45 2.91 ±.47 2.07 ±.39 2.42 ±.46 13.00 ±1.65 -0.03 0.01
Sent. trans. 2.02 ±.31 3.71 ±.49 2.98 ±.50 2.04 ±.42 2.84 ±.48 13.60 ±1.63 0.03 0.01
Bot Question 2.29 ±.37 4.31 ±.50 3.31 ±.52 2.20 ±.40 2.60 ±.41 14.71 ±1.63 0.06 0.04
User Sentiment 2.47 ±.32 4.05 ±.45 3.23 ±.46 2.42 ±.39 3.23 ±.55 15.40 ±1.49 0.09 0.04

Table 5: Interactive human evaluation of WOP trained with different reward functions on VHRED-EI model.
Ratings are Likert scale with 95% confidence interval (n = 45), votes and human reward are z-scores.

benchmark all of these techniques against vanilla
Q-learning on the batch data (Batch Q). All Q-
networks shared the same underlying architecture:
three fully-connected layers of size [256, 128, 64],
with ReLU activation between. All models were
trained with the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2014).

For each experiment, we ran 50 trials of each
model with a different random seed each time. The
Behavior policy was trained for a total of 20,000
steps in the environment, so in the Full buffer condi-
tion offline agents saw 20,000 experience samples.
The Behavior policy typically converged before
10,000 steps, so in the Expert demonstrator con-
dition the offline agents received the last 10,000
experience samples from the trained agent. In the
Concurrent condition, offline agents saw a moving
window of 1000 samples, since the online learner
only used the most recent 1000 samples in the
buffer for learning. The learning rate was .001,
γ = .99, and ε decayed linearly from 1.0 to .01
over 2000 steps. The KL-constraint was computed
asDKL[q(τ)||p(τ)] = α log p(a|s)−β log π(a|s),
where α = 0.5 and β = 0.1. DBCQ sampled
n = 2 actions before selecting the best action based
on the maximum Q-value; note that in this envi-
ronment there are only 2 actions. For Cartpole we
used the Ψ-learning loss, and for Acrobot we used

the traditional Q-learning loss.

We experiment with four different conditions
which vary the quality of the Behavior policy and
the replay buffer data: a) Full buffer: all experi-
ence samples experienced during online training
are used for offline learning; b) Concurrent: the
offline learning algorithms see a sliding window
of experience samples in the same order that the
online learner experienced them; c) Expert demon-
strator: the buffer only contains experience gener-
ated by a fully trained online learner; and d) Noisy
demonstrator: the online learner has a high prob-
ability of acting randomly (ε = 0.3) and is thus a
bad model of the optimal policy.

Figure 4 shows the results. Across conditions,
we see that WOP is able to outperform Batch Q,
imitation learning (BC), DBCQ, and the original
behavior policy. As expected, Imitation learning
(BC) underperforms other techniques when the
batch contains noisy or inexpert experience sam-
ples. However, when the batch contains only ex-
pert trajectories, Batch Q fails to learn, because the
batch does not cover the full state-action space well,
increasing extrapolation error. DBCQ matches or
outperforms BC and BatchQ in all scenarios. How-
ever, because DBCQ acts by sampling from p(a|s)
as learned by the BC model, its performance suf-
fers when the batch data is noisy or imperfect. In
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(a) Full buffer (b) Concurrent (c) Expert demonstrator (d) Noisy demonstrator

Figure 4: Comparison of batch RL algorithms in Cartpole-v0 for different offline learning conditions. WOP
consistently exceeds the performance of Batch Q-learning, Behavioral Cloning (BC), DBCQ, and the Behavior
policy used to generate the batch data. Error bars show 95% CI of the mean over 50 trials.

(a) Full buffer (b) Concurrent (c) Expert demonstrator (d) Noisy demonstrator

Figure 5: Comparison of batch RL algorithms for different offline learning conditions in Acrobot-v1.

contrast, WOP is able to learn to trade-off staying
close to the prior and obtaining higher reward, and
consistently outperforms all other algorithms in
this environment.

D Additional results

Figure 6: KL-divergence of the policy from the prior
is lower with KL-control throughout training. Bands
show σ.

Figure 6 shows the KL-divergence between RL
policies and the prior language model throughout
offline RL training. Without KL-regularization,
the baseline RL models diverge quickly and con-
tinuously from the prior, losing information about
realistic sequences. This figure also helps explain
the poor performance of DBCQ in Table 2. The
underlying Q-network in DBCQ does not directly
integrate the prior. As Q-learning causes the model
to diverge from the prior, the Q-estimates of lan-

guage generated according to the prior become
unrealistic, and selects unrealistic actions. This
results in highly ‘diverse’ (random) generated ut-
terances. Note that since we operate in discrete
action space, we could not include the perturba-
tion model originally proposed by (Fujimoto et al.,
2018), which may be critical to achieving good
performance with BCQ.

E Implicit Rewards Details

The total reward used to train the bots is a combi-
nation of the rewards described in Table 6. These
rewards were selected based on the average z-score
of rewards for utterances that were upvoted and
downvoted. Figure 8 shows all the user rewards
and that User Laughter and User Sentiment reward
scores correlate with upvotes and downvotes. Fig-
ure 9 shows all the bot rewards with Bot Sentiment,
Bot Laughter, Bot Convo. Repetition, and Bot Ut-
terance Repetition as rewards that correlate with
manual votes. Figure 10 shows the bot-user com-
bined rewards, and that Word Similarity and USE
Similarity are the rewards that correlate with man-
ual up and downvotes.

E.1 Sentiment-based
To compute sentiment on short texts like conver-
sation utterances, we leverage a state-of-the-art
sentiment-detection model, which was trained on a
massive amount of Twitter data to predict the emo-
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Reward Weight
User Sentiment 0.10
User Laughter 0.10
USE Similarity 0.15
Word Similarity 0.15
Bot Question 0.10
Bot Sentiment 0.10
Bot Conversation Repetition 0.15
Bot Utterance Repetition 0.15

Table 6: Reward weights used for RL model training

jis in tweets (Felbo et al., 2017). Transfer learning
from this model to other tasks showed that it was
able to significantly outperform a series of senti-
ment, irony, and sarcasm benchmarks. This Deep-
Moji model outputs a probability distribution over
64 most-frequently used emojis as shown in Figure
7. After observing the performance of the model in
detecting users’ emotions in the domain of online
chat, we define a set of weights over the emojis and
calculate the weighted sum over an emotion embed-
ding vector to derive a Sentiment reward which is
higher for positive sentiment and lower for negative
sentiment. These weights are shown in Figure 7
(b). We also compute a sentiment-transition reward
using the same score based on whether the peak
positive sentiment occurred later in the conversa-
tion than the peak negative sentiment, reasoning
that sentiment should improve over the course of
the conversation. The Bot Sentiment reward is the
DeepMoji sentiment computed on the bot response,
User Sentiment reward is the value computed on
the user response, and the Sentiment Coherence
reward is based on the similarly of user and bot
sentiments.

E.2 Engagement-based

Based on prior work (Zhou et al., 2018), we use
the number of turns in the conversation as an indi-
cator of the quality of the bot’s performance. To
distribute this reward over every utterance in the
conversation, we take the total conversation length
N , and compute the discounted reward for utter-
ance n < N as γN−nN (Conversation Length).
We also reward each utterance with the number of
words and characters in the user’s response, which
we refer to as User Ans. Word Len and User Ans.
Char Len. We also examine how long bot responses
are with the Bot Response Length reward.

E.3 Laughter

Laughter has been shown to be very important to
human affiliation (Provine, 1996) and solidarity
(Hay, 2000). Therefore, we detect the number of
occurrences of strings indicating laughter (e.g. ‘ha’,
‘lol’) in the user’s response, and use this as a reward.
Interestingly, we find that bots trained to maximize
user laughter learn to be extremely supportive and
cheerful compared to other bots (for definitions of
supportive and cheerful see section E.6).

E.4 Semantic similarity

Language style matching has been shown to be a
strong predictor of relationship initiation and stabil-
ity (Ireland et al., 2011). While it would be ideal if
our chatbots could intelligently adapt their conver-
sation style to a new user, in reality most baseline
dialog models struggle to maintain topic coherence,
even over a few utterances (for an analysis of this
effect, see (Ghandeharioun et al., 2019)). Therefore
we reward semantic similarity between the user’s
input and the bot’s response, to encourage the bot to
stay on topic and produce reasonable answers. The
Infersent Cornell Coherence and Infersent Reddit
Coherence rewards are computed using a sentence
embedding model trained on the Reddit and Cor-
nell corpora respectively (described in section A.1).
We use the Universal Sentence Encoder ((Conneau
et al., 2017)) to compute the USE Similarity reward.
We also directly compute word overlap as a reward
as Word Similarity.

E.5 Questions

Asking questions is an important listening skill,
and is linked to conversation management, atten-
tiveness, and responsiveness (Bodie et al., 2012).
Therefore, we give the bot a reward of 0.5 if the ut-
terance contains a question word (how, what, where,
why, when, who), and an additional 0.5 if it con-
tains a question mark. We refer to this reward as
Bot Question.

E.6 Phrase based rewards

After training the bots on these rewards, we no-
ticed a shift in the distribution of their language to-
wards more polite, cheerful, and supportive speech.
Therefore, we designed post-hoc metrics to mea-
sure these qualities, which are based on counting
whether a subset of phrases is present in an utter-
ance.

Compliment phrases: you are beautiful, you
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) 64-most frequent emojis as predicted by (Felbo et al., 2017) used for calculating emotion embeddings.
(b) Assigned weights used in producing the sentiment reward from the predicted emoji values.
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Figure 8: Mean z-scores for user-response-based rewards by manual vote

are so beautiful, you’re beautiful, you’re beautiful,
you are the best, you’re the best, i like you, you’re
a good, you re a good, i love the way you

Politeness phrases: if I may; may I; please;
thanks; no worries; if you don’t mind; have a great
day; I’m sorry.

Supportive phrases: you’re right; you are
right; you’re not alone; you are not alone; con-
grats; that’s a good idea; that is a good idea; you’ll
be fine; you will be fine; you’ll be okay; you will be
okay; it will get better; sorry you’re going through;
sorry you are going through; if it makes you feel
better; if it makes you feel any better; keep your
head up; keep it up; I’m in a similar situation; I
am in a similar situation; you’ll get it; you will get
it; happy for you; I’m in the same boat; I am in the
same boat; if you feel like you need to vent.

Cheerful phrases: nice to hear; happy; excited;

really nice; glad; the best; great; good time; look-
ing forward; beautiful.

E.7 Toxicity

We also want to discourage our bot from malicious
or offensive language. Saleh et al. (2019) incor-
porate a Toxicity Classifier trained with data from
the Toxic Comment Classification Challenge3 as a
reward in the training hierarchical RL dialog mod-
els. We compute Toxicity reward scores using this
classifier as Bot Toxicity (e.g. lower toxicity score,
higher Bot toxicity reward).

E.8 Specificity

Specificity within a conversation is valuable in
avoid exchanging vacuous phrases back and forth.

3https://www.kaggle.com/c/
jigsaw-toxic-comment-classification-challenge

https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-toxic-comment-classification-challenge
https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-toxic-comment-classification-challenge
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Figure 9: Mean z-scores for bot-based rewards by manual vote

However building a chit-chat bot without a knowl-
edge graph back-end limits the level of substance
that can be incorporated into a conversation. We
use the approach from (See et al., 2019) of com-
puting normalize IDF to create more specificity in
the conversation. We compute NIDF on both user
(User NIDF) and bot (Bot NIDF) text.

E.9 Repetition

While minimizing repetition is a common implicit
goal of dialog systems, we will explicitly optimize
for reducing repetition through repetition rewards.
We compute utterance repetition by the number of
non-unique words in each utterance as Bot Utter-
ance Repetition Reward. We compute conversation
repetition by the number of non-unique words in
each conversation as Bot Convo. Repetition Re-
ward. These rewards are negated since we want a
higher reward score for less repetition. We also re-
move stop words in the computation of non-unique
words.

F Interactive bot platform details

To collect data from humans interacting with our
bots, we built a platform for hosting deep neural
network dialog models online on GPU for fast, real-
time inference. Figure 11 shows an example of the
interface, in which users are able to rate the bots
after talking to them for at least three turns.

Note that during the chat, annotators can op-
tionally click the up and down arrows beside each

chatbot response to give feedback on the specific
utterance. Once 6 or more turns of the conversation
has taken place, participants may click “Close Chat
and Rate” to get to the rating screen.

We train our RL models based on chat data col-
lected on this platform. Currently, the conversa-
tions contain Personally Identifiable Information
such as user name, age, location, etc. We obtained
for IRB approval for this study and cannot release
the conversations at this time in their current form.

F.1 Website server setup and configuration

The server was hosted on a Google Cloud Plat-
form virtual instance with 64GB of RAM and a
NVIDIA Tesla P100 graphics card. The backend
was a Django program being served by NGINX
and uWSGI. For simplicity, we opted to have the
Django process import the chatbots into the same
Python process as Django, rather than have the
two connect to each other via other means such as
sockets. This configuration decreased development
time and increased reliability, but it would need to
be revisited if the server needed to scale several
orders of magnitude past what was required for this
study. The current configuration was still able to
support hundreds of simultaneous users and host
more than 30 bots concurrently.

The chatbots were kept in a separate project from
the Django project and maintained separately from
the server code. Each chatbot extended an abstract
class that defined key methods for the Django pro-
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Figure 10: Mean z-scores for bot-user-based rewards by manual vote

Figure 11: Interactive evaluation ratings page used to collect evaluations

gram to use, and was registered to a globally acces-
sible dictionary via a decorator. The Django project
was provided the path to the Chatbots project in its
PYTHONPATH, so it could import the dictionary
in which all the chatbot objects had been registered
and use that to dynamically determine which chat-
bots were available and to access them in its views.

It is important to note that the chatbots used
PyCUDA, and PyCUDA does not work in a multi-
processing environment. Because of this, uWSGI
needed to be configured to only have one python
process and to disable any attempt at multiprocess-
ing. Furthermore, the chatbots required substantial
startup times, so all chatbots are kept in memory at
all times in the Django process. In order to keep all
the chatbots in memory concurrently, we needed a
very high amount of RAM on our server and opted

for a 64GB virtual instance, and a GPU with 16GB
RAM. This combination of CUDA to run the chat-
bots on the GPU with a high amount of RAM to
keep all bots in memory at the same time resulted
in incredibly fast server response times, with effec-
tively no increase in response time when using the
bots in requests compared to requests that did not.

For further information and instructions on
server configuration, please read the server doc-
umentation available at https://github.com/

asmadotgh/neural_chat_web. We hope that this
platform will allow others to host their own bots
and evaluate them in an interactive setting.

https://github.com/asmadotgh/neural_chat_web
https://github.com/asmadotgh/neural_chat_web

